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 Introduction
In this report, we would like to share highlights of our Summer 2022 season, from the initial
stages and launch of this project to the positive impact we have seen so far. This report will
also document the funding structure, event design and planning that characterised the
pop-up events of this growing season. 
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Oreoluwa Ogunlude

We would like to warmly thank the community partners, funders and mentors who have
shown us immense support throughout the start of what we hope will be an ongoing
journey. Thank you to the York University C4 Capstone Classroom, Experience Ventures,
Grown in Woburn SC, Cedarbrae Public Library, East Scarborough Storefront, Scarborough
Village Community Garden and the ACTivate Woburn Park project for partnering with us in
the launch of this seed library initiative. Your valuable support has made this project
possible.

Team Knitters is an interdisciplinary grassroots group of York University students with a mission to
promote community members’ wellbeing by providing free, easily-accessible gardening seeds to
East Scarborough residents.

The Woburn Local Planning Table is a resident-led community group that supports residents of
Woburn to network, share information and ideas, give voice to community issues and priorities, and
to nurture local leadership and capacity.

The Woburn/East Scarborough Pop-Up Seed Library is the product of a co-creative
collaboration between Team Knitters and Leah Yuyitung of the Woburn Local Planning
Table (WLPT). 



 Events
We have operated the seed library using two different models: a multi-week model, and a
single-day model. The project’s pilot launch used a multi-week model, which was hosted at
the Cedarbrae Public Library. Later iterations of the seed library employed the single-day
model, and included events such as the East Scarborough Storefront Backpack event. Each
model has its own unique advantages and considerations. 
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The multi-week model served to increase community awareness and engagement because
its extended duration presented greater opportunity for word-of-mouth outreach and
repeated visits, resulting in greater use by the community. Another advantage of the multi-
week model is that it provided more flexibility for community members to access the seed
library. At the Cedarbrae Public Library event, a particular benefit was that the public was
able to visit and pick up seed packets on weekends, which accommodated for the various
availability levels and family commitments of patrons. 

Multi-Week Event  Model
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A benefit of single-day events is accessibility for community members. The flexibility of
single-day event locations allows for greater reach within the East Scarborough
community, which makes this model ideal for those unable to travel greater distances for a
fixed-location event. 

One consideration for this model would be the relative ease of organising and hosting a
single-day event, since location, storage and maintenance needs would be minimal. It is
worth noting that this model works best with a degree of monitoring during event hours to
ensure that seed packets are distributed evenly and there are enough to go around.

Single-Day Event  Model
Our single-day events this summer were hosted as part of larger community social
gatherings and local gardening events, such as the East Scarborough Storefront backpack
event. This created great opportunities for collaboration and connection between local
organisations with shared interests in food sovereignty. 



The graph below shows the total number of seed library users and seed packets taken at a
multi-week versus single-day event hosted this summer. Overall, the multi-week event had
a higher turnout, with 142 user visits and 418 seed packets distributed. In comparison, a
typical single-day event saw 55 users and 107 seed packets taken. 

The number of packets taken per user varied between event models, with multi-week event
attendees taking out more packets each compared to single-day event attendees. A useful
consideration for choosing an event model is that multi-week events appear to be ideal for
reaching a larger number of users and giving out as many seeds as possible. Conversely,
single-day events are best for stretching the seed supply over a longer period of time, if the
goal is to dispense seeds in smaller amounts.
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This summer, we sought to stock the seed library with a wide range of healthy and culturally
relevant food-producing seed varieties so that community members would have many
options to choose from. With this aim, we consulted community members on their
preferences when developing our seed supply. For our initial launch at Cedarbrae Public
Library, we offered a diverse selection of 33 seed types, such as fenugreek, bok choy, and
okra. As the growing season continued, we expanded our seed stock to include 58 seed
varieties, with new additions including scotch bonnet, watermelon (upon popular request),
watercress, and tomatillo. We also designed and provided a physical deck of Seed-Growing
Instruction Cards that offered instructions on how to grow each seed type offered at the
seed library.

Seed Varieties

Seed Usage



As of August 2022, near the end of the growing season, our seed supply was estimated to be
roughly 3,850 seed packets.
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Given that 418 seed packets were distributed during a three week
long event, we can predict that for future seed library iterations,
those 3,850 seed packets will last for 27 weeks (half a year, or
about one growing season) if future events are hosted primarily via
a multi-week model. 

With this in mind, a balance between multi-week and single day models may be ideal for
maximising community reach while also making the most of the seed supply.

Alternatively, since a single-day event distributed about 50 seed
packets, we can estimate that our remaining 3,850 seeds of stock
would last for about 70 single-day events – so it could potentially
last multiple growing seasons! 

Future Projections



Budgeting
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1. Foundational Costs

The attached spreadsheets outline the costs of developing and implementing this project in
case you want to see more detailed information.

Click the icon to view the
Summer 2022 Budget!

Supplies were purchased in two rounds, which we call Iteration 1
and Iteration 2. Iteration 1 was foundational costs and seeds for
the three-week-long event at Cedarbrae Public Library, and
Iteration 2 was materials for the remainder of Summer 2022 and
supplies to provide to a future administrator for future years of
the seed library program.

Expenses incurred in first founding the project, which are materials that do not need to be
replenished. The first time that we purchased supplies, the foundational costs made up
about 60% of the costs. You will notice that there were significant costs to purchase the
basic non-consumable supplies, such as the cabinets, and these costs would not be
ongoing.

There were three main categories of costs, described below:

2. Consumable Materials

3. Eliminated Materials

Materials that will run out with use of the seed library. The largest consumable cost was
the seeds themselves, of which a full breakdown can be viewed on the  spreadsheet as I1
- Seed Budget Breakdown, and I2 - Seed Budget Breakdown. We received an email from
Toronto Seed Library (TSL) on June 5th, 2022 saying that they are willing to replenish the
seeds in our seed library. TSL is not operating again until the next growing season, so we
will put the future Program Administrator in touch with TSL to confirm that TSL will
replenish the seeds in the spring. TSL replenishes seeds for free, so the cost of seeds
would not need to be repeated.

During our 3-week pilot launch at the Cedarbrae Public Library, our team discovered that
certain materials were not relevant to the future functioning of the project, such as soil,
pots, and even printing of flyers. The team therefore decided that we would eliminate
these items from future iterations, which would allow us to reduce consumable costs by
roughly 12%.

https://1drv.ms/x/s!AjtiEc2uyDlUb_gG7BLlKei4uBo?e=AgxfKM
https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?resid=5439C8AECD11623B!111&ithint=file%2cxlsx&authkey=!AFg1qJWDfoRE0Bs
https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?resid=5439C8AECD11623B!111&ithint=file%2cxlsx&authkey=!AFg1qJWDfoRE0Bs


Material Type Iteration 1
Total Cost

Iteration 2
Total Cost

Program
Total Costs

Foundational
Materials 540.87 50.84 591.71

Consumable
Materials 262.84 1653.98 1916.82

Eliminated
Materials 111.49 NA 111.49
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Summary of Total Costs

By making a much larger purchase of consumable materials in Iteration 2, we sought to
ensure that a large stock of seeds would remain by the end of the Summer 2022 season to
hand off to a future Program Administrator. The remaining supply should last the rest of
Summer 2022 and at least another years’ worth of events.



Community Testimonials
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Below are some testimonials that we have received from seed library hosts and community
members who have interacted with the seed library this summer.

“Very popular, was constantly needing to be restocked and sparked a lot of
conversation between the public and the staff stocking it… Definitely something I
would want to look into again next spring.” A staff member that hosted the seed
library for a 3-week event

“I can’t wait to grow okra.” - Community member who used the seed library

“This was a great project!” - Cedarbrae Public Library staff member

“Thank you for the work you and your team have done!” - Cedarbrae Public Library
staff member

“The Seed Library table was a success and quite popular with residents. We heard
good feedback from many residents.” - Staff at a community organisation that
hosted the seed library



Conclusion
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We are incredibly grateful for the support and enthusiasm this project has received from
local collaborators and members of the East Scarborough community. With the current
seed supply expected to last around 27 weeks–at least one more growing season–we are
happy to report that there is a strong foundation for this project to continue increasing
access to sustainable avenues for growing healthy food in East Scarborough. We look
forward to seeing the seed library expand and reach a wider network of local growers in
summers to come!

A special thank you to Leah Yuyitung from the WLPT, the York University C4 Team, and
everyone else whose contributions were vital in creating and executing this project. 

All Hail Kale,
Team Knitters


